Further Reading COLPM 2017 Futures Conference
Panel #3: Robots Gone Wild: Mind-bending Videos and the Extraordinary
Implications of Intelligent Machines
Blogs
Artificial Lawyer by Richard Tromans (UK). https://www.artificiallawyer.com/. Focuses
exclusively on legal AI. Richard posts daily (as of Summer 2017).
ROSS Intelligence blog. https://blog.rossintelligence.com/. Covers both AI and
interviews individuals involved in AI under the hashtag #LegalTechLives.
Ron Friedmann AI blog posts. http://prismlegal.com/category/ibm-watson/. Link to my
blog posts about both AI and IBM Watson.
Legal Tech Publications with AI Coverage
Legal IT Insider, aka the Orange Rage. https://www.legaltechnology.com/. Publishes
legal technology news daily plus a monthly newsletter. A fair number of items are about
AI.
Legal IT Professionals. https://www.legalitprofessionals.com/. Publishes legal
technology news daily plus a monthly newsletter. A fair number of items are about AI.
(The monthly newsletter is at http://www.legalittoday.com/)
LegalTech News by ALM. http://www.legaltechnews.com/. Publishes legal technology
news daily with a fair number of items about AI.
Videos
AI/Robot Videos
Sophia:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0_DPi0PmF0
Trolley video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-N_RZJUAQY4
First robot in U.S. to deliver/detonate a bomb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCiZe5sAEuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJwD68LaNro

(Robots being taught to say no to humans – great one!
http://qz.com/559432/robots-are-learning-to-say-no-to-human-orders-and-your-lifemay-depend-on-it/
Requires Firefox or you have to let ads run. Longer version of Sophia interview
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/60-minutes-charlie-rose-interviews-a-robot-sophia/
Autonomous military robots and self-replicating robots
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmh0fp6SOSw (start at minute 25)
Watson for cybersecurity:
https://www.ibm.com/security/cognitive/
Alice and Bob also Musk and Zuckerburg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaoDXYYtgK0
Steven Hawking
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--Xv0KK7hws
Dancing robots
https://youtu.be/ouZb_Yb6HPg
AI Creates Fake Obama
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/robotics/artificial-intelligence/ai-creates-fake-obama
AI Robot Sophia and Her Plans to 'Dominate the Human Race' 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bXUyTiMHB4
Rise 2017- Hanson Robotics - two robots debate the future of humanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCP2iiP7YTg
Artificial intelligence and automation are coming, so what will we all do for work?
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-09/artificial-intelligence-automation-jobs-of-thefuture/8786962
ROBOT Piloting PHANTOM DRONE Itself
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFLCOvCqsac

Police used robot to kill shooter
http://www.cnn.com/videos/cnnmoney/2016/07/09/bomb-robot-kills-dallas-shooterhowell-pkg.cnn
Google's DeepMind AI just taught itself to walk
https://www.reddit.com/r/videos/comments/6mw6u1/googles_deepmind_ai_just_taugh
t_itself_to_walk/
Robot Kills Man At Volkswagen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=206NGlHyHCo
Defective robot kills factory worker; husband sues company
http://www.12news.com/news/nation-now/defective-robot-kills-factory-workerhusband-sues-company/423256888
Robot Stripper Dancing and 'Twerking' The First Android Porn Star
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiU87Vk_tfA
Chinese Man Marries Robot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95lfuL_PpwM
Adobe and Stanford just taught AI to edit videos — with impressive results
https://www.digitaltrends.com/photography/adobe-stanford-ai-video-editor/
Muse makes bizarre music video with AI and found footage http://ai.muse.mu/
Robo-Chef https://futurism.com/videos/meet-moley-futuristic-robo-chef-set-hit-kitchen2017/

